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South Africa - Weather

Eastern and central South Africa will continue to see several waves of rain during the coming week. 

The rain will gradually bolster soil moisture in much of the coarse grain and oilseed areas. Crop 

development conditions will remain favorable. Planting should be almost complete, though late-

season planting and general fieldwork will be sluggish during the wettest periods.

Any harvesting not yet complete in Western Cape’s winter wheat areas will advance with few 

disruptions during the coming week. Harvesting in Free State, North West, and Northern Cape may 

otherwise advance slowly at times.
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: The southwestern into the eastern Midwest will see another significant winter storm 

system tonight into Friday before a more quiet weather pattern occurs Saturday through Jan. 14 

with parts of the lower Midwest seeing precipitation Wednesday into Thursday and again Jan. 9-10. 

A band of freezing rain and sleet will occur from eastern Kansas to Michigan night into Friday where 

some significant ice accumulations should occur and cause some power outages along with travel 

delays.

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see periods of wet weather through 

Saturday and again Wednesday through Sunday, Jan. 10 with another round of precipitation possible 

Jan. 12-14.

o Rain will continue into Friday and most of the Delta and the Southeast will see rainfall totals of 

0.40-2.0” and locally more.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: Much of Brazil and Paraguay will see regular rounds of showers and thunderstorms through 

the next two weeks that will bring enough rain to maintain or improve crop conditions with 

exceptions continuing in central and eastern Bahia where rain should not be great enough to 

significantly increase soil moisture.

o Most of the significant rain through Friday will fall from Paraguay to Sao Paulo before a timely 

increase in rain begins this weekend in northern Brazil.

ARGENTINA: Much of Argentina is not likely to receive enough rain during the next two weeks to 

prevent rising levels of crop stress in many areas and crops that are planted during the next two 

weeks are not likely to become established without an increase in rain.

o Much of the country will receive rain by Wednesday, but with warm to hot temperatures and little 

to no follow-up rain in most areas Thursday into at least the middle of next week, the moisture will 

quickly be lost to evaporation. The region should see steadily increasing levels of crop stress with the 

warm to hot temperatures expected during most of the next week accelerating declines in crop 

conditions.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Weather pattern changes are not expected anytime soon. The next ten days will promote frequent precipitation in Ukraine, western Russia, the Baltic States and Belarus while leaving the middle and lower 

Volga River Basin, Russia’s Southern Region and Kazakhstan with little to no moisture. The wetter areas will continue to experience improving soil moisture and snowpack for use to crops in the spring. In the 

meantime, drought in Russia’s Southern Region, lower Volga River Basin and western Kazakhstan will continue to be closely monitored

AUSTRALIA: Sufficient rain is expected in cotton, sorghum and other summer crop areas of New South Wales and Queensland during the next two weeks to improve dryland crop development potential and maintain a 

good outlook for irrigated crops. Some flooding rain is expected in sugarcane areas especially along the upper coast of Queensland and throughout the Cape York Peninsula. Livestock grazing conditions should improve 

with additional moisture throughout Queensland and New South Wales during the next two weeks.
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